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Summary 
Kevin Manley, Colin Daniell, Mary Klaus, and Derek Bristol visited Huccacove Cave in 
Williams Canyon with the goal of visiting the Mammoth Extension, and inspecting and 
improving fixed anchors and ropes rigged in the dome that accesses Hall of the Mountain King.  
There were 3 ropes rigged to a variety of anchors of varying quality.  Four new bolts were placed 
and several of the old anchors were removed.  Existing ropes were reused and the rigging was 
simplified. 
 
Hall of the Mountain King 
After climbing up through the tight vertical squeeze, there is a handline that was rigged to 
a steel hardware store sleeve anchor and backed up to a natural anchor at the main dome-
pit.  A new bolt was placed in the ceiling here to anchor the handline, which is still 
backed up to the natural anchor.  A knot-chock and steel sleeve anchor were removed and 
the rigging was simplified.  SRT gear is not needed for this rope, but it is now strong 
enough and redundant such that it could be used for rescue loads. 
 
Half way up the dome-pit that accesses Hall of the Mountain King is a side passage that 
is rigged with a knotted red dynamic rope.  This was anchored to a pair of hardware store 
sleeve bolts with home-made steel hangers.  This side passage appears to dead end, but 
may be a future dig project.  Given that this anchor won’t see a lot of traffic, only one of 
the two bolts was replaced with a Fixe Triplex.  This bolt is removable, so if it is decided 
later that the anchor is no longer needed, the bolt and rope can be removed without 
leaving any hardware behind. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Old hardware store 
sleeve bolt - reused 

New stainless Fixe 
Triplex bolt and hanger 

Anchor for red dynamic rope at the mid point of the Hall of the Moun in King dome ta



At the top of the main dome/pit was a 2-bolt anchor where both bolts appeared to be 3/8” 
galvanized wedge bolts equipped with stainless steel hangers.  These are quite strong 
when new and should last many years, but eventually they will corrode due to moisture 
and oxygen penetrating the zinc coating.  This corrosion will occur on the bolt stud and 
may not be visible since most of the bolt is embedded in the rock and hidden beneath the 
bolt hanger.  One of the two bolts was replaced with a similar 3/8” Hilti wedge anchor, 
but the bolt, nut, washers, hanger, and quick-link are all stainless steel, so it should have a 
nearly indefinite lifespan.  Both bolts were torqued to 20 ft-lbs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

New stainless Hilti 
wedge bolt 

Old galvanized wedge 
bolt - replaced 

Old galvanized wedge 
bolt - reused 

Anchor at the top of the Hall of the Mountain King dome 

 
The main anchor at the top of the dome is above a narrow slot and an angled crawlway 
leads away from the anchor.  This was wisely rigged with a traverse line that can be 
clipped with a cowstail for protection when getting on or off rope.  The end of the 
traverse line was tied off to two aluminum nuts that were not very solid.  A single 3/8” 
Hilti stainless steel wedge bolt and hanger were placed in the ceiling here to replace these 
chocks.  The 11mm Bluewater II rope that is rigged in the main dome/pit appears to be in 
good condition.  The bottom of this rope previously hung down into the slot that connects 
into Enchanted Canyon, however it does not reach the bottom, and there was no knot in 



the end of the rope.  The base of the rope is now tied off to the same natural anchor that 
secures the handline, and there is now a knot in the very end of the rope. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Anchor at the top of the traverse line 

 
Future Work 
There is a small length of 6 mm accessory cord rigged in the Hall of the Mountain King 
as a handline to help get up a short slope.  This is not a life-critical rope, but could be 
replaced with 1” webbing, which would be easier to grip and improve durability. 
 
A rope was observed that is rigged in the canyon directly above the Angel Falls ladder.  It 
is not known what area is accessed by this rope, but both the rope and its anchor should 
be inspected. 
 
A list of documented ropes and anchors in Huccacove Cave is found in Table 1 and 2. 
 
The team would like to thank Cave of the Winds management and the Williams Canyon 
Project for their support of this effort. 
 



Table 1.  Database of ropes in Huccacove Cave  
Rope ID. Rope Type Rope Length Rope Diameter Area Installed Notes
CEL6-L1 Aluminum Ladder 23ft NA Angel Falls Fabricated pole ladder.
CEL6-R1 Bluewater 115ft 11mm Bottomless Pit Rope extends across pit and tied to natural anchors on both ends.
CEL6-R2 Bluewater 11mm Leap of Faith Rope across Leap of Faith down to bottom of Bottomless Pit.
CEL6-R3 red dynamic kernmantle 80ft 11mm Sand Castle Room Handline going up dome in Sand Castle Room.
CEL6-R4 Unknown static ~50ft 11mm Hall of the Mountain  King Handline at bottom of dome, just beyond squeeze.
CEL6-R5 Huccys Secret Steep handline on north side of Huccys Secret going to passage above.
CEL6-R6 Huccys Secret Traverse line above Huccys Secret
CEL6-R7 Gods Country Rope at north end of Gods Country leading to Twins Passage.
CEL6-R8 New England static 80ft 11mm Huccys Secret Handline going from HS to Gods Country.  Rigged to natural in GC.
CEL6-R9 Bluewater ~60ft 11mm Hall of the Mountain  King Main vertical rope tied-off to natural at bottom.
CEL6-R10 Dynamic kernmantle ~40ft 11mm Hall of the Mountain  King Knotted handline heading off to crawl mid way up dome.
CEL6-R11 cord ~25ft 6mm Hall of the Mountain  King Thin cord - short handline.  Should be replaced with webbing.
CEL6-R12 Bluewater II ~50ft 11mm The Hub Handline up through breakdown
CEL6-R13 Angel Falls Rope in canyon above Angel Falls ladder.  
 
Table 2.  Database of anchors in Huccacove Cave 
Anchor ID. Attached Rope ID. Bolt Type Bolt Material Bolt Diameter Bolt Length Hanger Type Hanger Material Maillon Area Installed
CEL6-01 none wedge Plated Steel (Galvanized) 3/8 in Metolius SS Stainless Steel none Angel Falls
CEL6-02 none wedge Plated Steel (Galvanized) 3/8 in Metolius SS Stainless Steel none Angel Falls
CEL6-03 none wedge Plated Steel (Galvanized) 3/8 in Metolius SS Stainless Steel none Angel Falls
CEL6-04 CEL6-L1 Rawl Sleeve (5pc) Plated Steel (Galvanized) 3/8 in none Other none Angel Falls
CEL6-05 CEL6-L1 Rawl Sleeve (5pc) Plated Steel (Galvanized) 3/8 in none Other none Angel Falls
CEL6-06 CEL6-L1 Rawl Sleeve (5pc) Plated Steel (Galvanized) 3/8 in none Other none Angel Falls
CEL6-07 CEL6-L1 Rawl Sleeve (5pc) Plated Steel (Galvanized) 3/8 in none Other none Angel Falls
CEL6-08 CEL6-R1 Hilti Wedge Stainless Steel 3/8 in 3 in Fixe SS (30kN) Stainless Steel 8mm SS Bottomless Pit
CEL6-09 CEL6-R1 Hilti Wedge Stainless Steel 3/8 in 3 in Fixe SS (30kN) Stainless Steel 8mm SS Bottomless Pit
CEL6-10 CEL6-R1 Hilti Wedge Stainless Steel 3/8 in 3 in Fixe SS (30kN) Stainless Steel 8mm SS Bottomless Pit
CEL6-11 CEL6-R2 Fixe Triplex Stainless Steel 12mm 75mm Fixe SS (30kN) Stainless Steel 8mm SS Leap of Faith
CEL6-12 CEL6-R2 Fixe Triplex Stainless Steel 12mm 75mm Fixe SS (30kN) Stainless Steel 8mm SS Leap of Faith
CEL6-13 CEL6-R3 Hilti Wedge Stainless Steel 3/8 in 3 in Fixe SS (30kN) Stainless Steel 8mm SS Sand Castle Room
CEL6-14 CEL6-R4 Hilti Wedge Stainless Steel 3/8 in 3 in Fixe SS (30kN) Stainless Steel 8mm SS Hall of the Mountain King
CEL6-15 CEL6-R10 Fixe Triplex Stainless Steel 12mm 3.5 in Fixe SS (30kN) Stainless Steel 8mm SS Hall of the Mountain King
CEL6-16 CEL6-R10 Unknown Mild Steel Other Unknown Unknown Mild Steel 8mm SS Hall of the Mountain King
CEL6-17 CEL6-R9 Unknown Unknown 3/8 in Unknown Unknown Stainless Steel 8mm SS Hall of the Mountain King
CEL6-18 CEL6-R9 Hilti Wedge Stainless Steel 3/8 in 3 in Fixe SS (30kN) Stainless Steel 8mm SS Hall of the Mountain King
CEL6-19 CEL6-R9 Hilti Wedge Stainless Steel 3/8 in 3 in Fixe SS (30kN) Stainless Steel 8mm SS Hall of the Mountain King  


